In this paper, we do mathematic derivations for 
I. Introduction DS/CDMA systems are based on spread spectrum techniques which serve all subscribers with whole bandwidth. In order to identify different subscribers correctly, a unique pseudonoise sequence (PN) belonged to each user is necessary. For cellular DS/CDMA systems, an important problem is the near-far effect caused by imperfection, such as path losses, and impleinentary drawbacks. Due to this effect, if there is a subscriber who is the nearest his base station than others, all other subscribers will be interfered by this signal. Hence, it may be hard for them to maintain their communications out of outage. Therefore, the system capacity and quality are decreased rapidly. For the sake of :ompensating for these influences and interference from channels and systems, the power control is needed in designs. In cellular DSKDMA systems with multiple cells, sources of interference not only come from a desired cell, but also come from outer surrounding cells, as shown in Fig. 1 . Many researchers have analyzed there problems by using different methods based on different conditions. The analysis of considerations with shadowing, sectorizations, and power control, etc. is done in [l] .
In [ 2 ] , a system with shadowing, fading, and fuzzy power control is run by simulation. In [ 3 ] , effects of shadowing, Ricean fading, power control, and diversity are considered in analyses. In this paper, we do some mathematic derivations for multiple-cell systems based on our previous results [4] to estimate system performance under different conditions, such as fading environment, power control schemes, antenna diversity, and so on. Some complex statistic models for channels and systems are used in the analysis. Froin our calculations, we find that the system capacity is influenced by mobile environment, even under the condition of systems with perfect strength-based power control schemes. Different fading environment will cause different power levels of outer interference to interfere our desired cell. It can be seen that the system capacity is dependent on mobile environment. The same to single-cell systems in [4] , antenna diversity is a powerful technique to reject multipath fading in communications. This paper is organized as follows. Our system model is explained in section 11. Some mathematic derivations of multiplecell system with perfect power control are gotten in section Ill.
Numerical results and discussions are presented in section IV.
System Models

A. Previous results
Froin previous results in [4] , models for single-cell and multiple-cell system are described. The general form of the received power can be expressed as 0-7803-4198-8/97/$10.00 0 1997 IEEEwhere r is the distance; j is the received frequency; l(t) is the shadowing effect; s(t) is the fading effect; no (t,T) is the background noise; g(r:f;t,i,p) is the power control scheme; t is time; z is the power-controlled delay; and CD is the voice active factor.
The power control scheme is :
where the functions of h (~, ,<) and y (~~ ,cp) are the power control schtme of compensating for shadowing and fading. The average power control is the case without considerations of function y(q,cp) in equation (2).
B. Multiple-Cell Models
In practical mobile systems, there are several cells to form a complete cellular system, and the dimension of each cell is generally small, shown in Fig. 1 . In general, three sectorizations for cellular DSKDMA systems are used to increase system capacity per cell [I] . For multiple-cell systems, sources of interference are divided into two parts. One is generated from the inner cell, and the other is from outer cells. Propagation models of inner interference between the subscriber and base station are path attenuation, shadowing, and multipath fading. The received power from outer interference is affected by many effects, which are path attenuation, shadowing, multipath fading, Doppler effect, and voice active factors, of the channels and system. The received power of i-th outer interference is
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where
The mathematic description of the i-th received power is expressed as follows (for strength-based power control)
For the average power control, the i-th received power is equal to equation (5) without parameter <.
Mathematic Derivations of
Multiple-Cell Systems
Based on the previous results, outage probability is considered to estimate the system performance with perfect power control. The forward link power control of the multiple-cell system is not considered in this paper, and the reverse link power control is applied to improve the system capacity. The RAKE receiver is not considered in systems. The statistical models of the propagated factors and system parameters are given below : User's distribution : uniform distribution and io is outer interference expressed as (9) distribution which is distributed uniformly, and the function 0 is equal to 1 for I,< Pref. The case of average power control is the same to equation (9) without being compensated for fading.
In order to solve equations of received SIR, we must find the probability density function of total normalized received interference, first. In systems, shadowing influences between desired base station and outer interference are independent, but not identical. Hence, there is a double shadowing effect caused by power control and channel which can be represented by lognormal distribution. From [l] , the mean and variance of the shadowing are E(TJ10.247N and I/LIT( 7 } 1 0 . 0 7 8~ per sector. The probability density function of total interference for shadowing is
A. Strength-based power control
The fading effect between desired base station and outer interference is expressed by Nakagami distribution. The strengthbased power control and channel cause a double fading effect which can not be represented by Nakagami distribution in the receiver. From probability theory, we get the probability density function of this effect. If Z=Y/X which X, and Y are independent and distributed as Nakagami, then the probability density function of Z can be got. The sum (6N) of probability density function in equation (1 3) is hard to find, but the approaching form is got by computer calculation, just as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. and ~=~~,~~~~~~, ,~, ,~~, l~~,
where J, is a number of multipath, and M is a number of diver- 
B. Average power control
If the average power control is used in systems, we receive both inner and outer interference at a time. Hence, the probability density function of total received interference is a sum of these two sources. One is composite Naltagaini-lognormal distriAccording to probability theory, the probability density function of total interference in equation (22) can be calculated by convolution, From part A and B, the outage probability of the system with perfect strength-based and average power control can be found by above equations. In the above section, we get the general forms of outage probability under the perfect strength-based and average power control based on our system model. We apply the Maple V Release 3 to calculate equations (23) and (24). Rased on numerical calculations with different parameters, we can get several results as follows. In Fig. 4 , it is shown that the system performance is dependent on fading environment, whether strength-based power control is applied into system or not. From the Fig. 5 , we know that the system capacity is improved by antenna diversity. We can use this technique in fading environment to maintain a miniinurn required system capacity. In Fig. 6 , it is shown that the system capacity with the perfect strength-based power control is also decreased rapidly by inultipath fading, and antenna diversity can improve this influence. In Figs. 4 -6, we calculate the outage probability with perfect strength-based power control. In Figs. 7 and 8, we estimate the system capacity by using the outage probability with average power control. In Fig. 7 , we realize that the system performance is severely influenced by multipath fading. It is shown that systems with average power control is almost dropped off by inultipath fading. In Fig. 8 , it is ensured that systems with average power control can improved total system c a r x i t y by using antenna diversity. In Fig. 9 , it is shown differences between strength-based and average power control with antenna diversity. If we do not compensate for multipath fading, our system capacity can not reach a content performance. Both the strength-based power control and antenna diversity must be applied to satisfy a required number of subscribers in systems.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived mathematics based on multiple-cell systems in DSKDMA for cellular mobile radio. From the previous section, the numerical results are reasonable to explain the effects of channels and systems. In real situations, the subscribers are not always distributed uniformly, and numbers of inultipath are not fixed, and power-control errors do exist. In order Po estimate the performance of practical s y s t e m more accurately, some imperfections must be considered further. Therefore, our future research will consider above situations step by step to approach practical systems. user's number 1. i Fig. 5 The outage probability with the perfect strength-based power control under I-multipath and 1, 4 diversity branches and m=l. Fig. 8 The outage probability with the average power control under 1-multipath and 1, 2, 8 diversity branches and m = l .
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